
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CELEBRATING FAMILIES LESSON PLAN

This. Preschool Family Lesson Plan. An analysis of resolution in the chrysalids by john wyndham There's so much
children learn as they sing, cook together.

Promot students to use information written on the board to help them discuss their own families. Explain to
them that a crest is a symbol that represents a family, and that they get to create their own symbol that
represents their family and cultural background. Explain that a family is just not a mom, dad, and children, but
that a family is a group of people who love each other and work together to take care of each other. Support:
Give your students a word bank or sentence starters to write about their families. Encourage them to use
complete sentences. Instruct your students to draw a picture of their families on the first page of the book.
Choose a few student volunteers to present their family books to the class. Submit Premade book with your
family pictures make before lesson Pictures of your students' families instruct them to bring them in the day
before Class set of books for students to write in staple multiple pieces of paper together Learning Objectives
Students will be able to describe what they already know about families by sharing relevant details and facts
about their own families. Remind students to share specific details, like how the family members help each
other, what events they participate in together, and any specific places or details special to their family. Day 1:
Begin by showing the students several pictures of families i. They can also draw that family member's favorite
thing. Day 2: or after several questionnaires are returned After learning and observing the differences in the
families of our class, their traditions, cultural backgrounds, and celebrations - explain that each student and
their family if you choose to send this project home to be completed will be making a family flag to represent
visually their family using the attached template. When the questionnaires are returned to school, have the
child with teacher assistance talk about their family and where they came from, and how they celebrate
different holidays and cultural celebrations. Remind them that no two family members are alike! Walk the
students through some of the pictures. Make sure to describe a special event in your family and the people
who participate. Give suggestions to your students about what they could draw. Identify the people in your
pictures and explain each individual person's role in the family. Explain that families are all different, but are
still similar in many ways. Allow their partners to make suggestions. Also talk about how the class is also a
family because we all care about each other and are working together to become learners. Related learning
resources Workbook Introducing the Sentence This workbook capitalizes on the basic parts of sentence
building for kids, from first word to ending punctuation. Encourage them to mention the things they did, all
the people involved, and any other details they can think of. Have them label the individuals in their drawings.
Introduction 10 minutes The day before your lesson, instruct your students to bring pictures from home that
they can paste into a book that they will make. Discuss with your students what family means to them. Tell
students they will now complete their book about their family. Explain to your students that they are going to
be discussing families. Instruct your students to paste photos of their families inside their books. Ask them to
think about what their families need or want. Encourage students to label the page with either the name of the
person, the favorite thing, or the location of the person. After completion of the project, have the students
share their family flags with the class. Prompt your students to draw a picture of their families celebrating
something, such as a holiday or another special event on another page. Have students present their drawings to
their elbow partners making sure to mention specific details about the picture, like the people, place, and
things in the picture. Tip: support their writing by listing the names of common familiy members on the board
e.


